
product overview

Better informed. Better decisions.

It can be challenging to get a clear day-to-day operational perspective of what 

is happening within an organization, department, or practice. Key metrics and 

timely insights are essential to making more informed decisions on patient flow 

and the overall health of operations.

Gaining Operational Insights
Corepoint Operations Monitor is not a one dimensional dashboard. It delivers 

multi-dimensional views of your healthcare operations. Specifically, Corepoint 

Operations Monitor provides the capability to drill several layers deeper into your 

data and gain a better understanding of what is occurring within your workflows 

or departments.

Corepoint Operations Monitor offers several operational perspectives. Graphical  

perspectives include:

perspectives on productivit y perspectives on performance perspective on patients

■  Work RVUs ■  Patient wait times ■  Patient mix

■  Patient throughput ■  Turnaround times ■  Referring physician and/or facility statistics

■  Current and future workloads ■  Average length of stay

■  Occupancy

■  Patient financial class information — Medicaid, 

Medicare, insured, uninsured, etc.

More Robust than a Dashboard. A Cost-Effective Alternative to BI Tools.

Communicating Clearly with Current Metrics 
Corepoint Operations Monitor delivers up-to-the minute comparisons and  

trends of key operational data. The views are clear, graphical, and useful as you 

click to explore key information and gain further insights on your daily opera-

tions and workflows. 

Information to Take Action
Corepoint Operations Monitor empowers department heads and operational 

managers to make more informed decisions by communicating current metrics 

and trends. The impact is timelier information to plan, act, and revise decisions 

and better align with the current operational picture. 

With better information comes real results: improved costs savings, higher 

patient satisfaction, and a more robust operational model.
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“Corepoint Operations Monitor consoli-

dates data from multiple systems into 

clear, graphical views to facilitate more 

informed decisions that can enhance 

daily and weekly performance for a 

healthcare organization.”

John Griffith, cio, epic imaging
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Access to Current Data — An Enabling Asset
Within your organization, data is available in many disparate applications that 

may only provide a narrow glimpse of the operational data. However, it is not a 

complete operational picture — the data is locked within an application silo.

Corepoint Operations Monitor uses industry-leading integration technology to 

gather the data from various applications, store it, and deliver it in a consoli-

dated view. With Corepoint Operations Monitor, your data is converted into an 

enabling asset — creating a more complete view of your operations and enabling 

timelier, more accurate decisions. The data silos are unlocked, and the informa-

tion flows into meaningful, actionable views.

Getting the highest level of performance from your workflows is essential. 

Corepoint Operations Monitor facilitates gaining access to the information at the 

right time to make the right decisions.

Key Features 
Corepoint Operations Monitor simplifies the complexities of analyzing data to 

make more informed and timely decisions. It is a cost-effective approach that 

creates meaningful analysis in daily and weekly decisions. 

inteGr ated data model tailored user views relevant, accessiBle performance data

Key Value
Corepoint Operations Monitor delivers value 

for many healthcare organizations, depart-

ments, and practices by:

 Leveraging your data flow to new ■■

performance levels – gain a more complete 

operational picture in an up-to-the-minute, 

graphical manner

 Identifying areas of success and concern –  ■■

modify operational plans as needed to 

gain the most from your organization

 Pinpointing possible bottleneck areas ■■

in workflow and taking action on the 

information 

Anticipating problem areas with pertinent 

information and getting ahead of the 

curve on solving potential challenges

 Improving operations by gaining insights ■■

from relevant, recent data

■  Gather current data from existing 

applications and the flow between them

■  Transform data into correct formats for 

defined data model 

■  Build necessary rules and logic to access the 

data and display it correctly for viewing

■  Utilize defined operational perspectives — 

key information and performance metrics by 

organization, department, or location 

■  Populate operational perspectives with 
current data from various workflows

■  Define user access by operational perspective

■  Change graphical views easily —  

pie charts, line charts, bar graphs,  

table display

■  Drill into data to gain greater detail  

and insight

■  Define user access by user profiles and 

operational perspectives

■  Protect access through user and  

password credentials

■  Access data through a browser — web-based, 

graphical views

■  Employ current data for operational insights — up-

to-the-minute, actionable information

■  Compare data and identify trends by hours, days, 

and weeks

■  Compare data by physician, modality, locations, etc.


